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Background information for you (the audience knows this, no need to state it)

In his 2003 State of the Union address, the President committed $1.2B over 5 years to accelerate research and development of hydrogen fuel cell and infrastructure technologies.   
This ambitious program will facilitate commercialization decisions by industry in the year 2015, allowing significant oil displacement and environmental benefits for the year 2030 and beyond.  
Secretary of Energy called for an International Partnership for the Hydrogen Economy April 28, 2003 at IEA Ministerial in Paris.
IPHE Terms of Reference were signed by 16 members November 28, 2003 at IPHE Ministerial in Washington DC.



“Tonight, I ask Congress to join me in 
pursuing a great goal. Let us build on 
the work we've done and reduce 
gasoline usage in the United States by 
20 percent in the next 10 years.”

“To reach this goal, we must increase the 
supply of alternative fuels, by setting a 
mandatory fuels standard to require 35 
billion gallons of renewable and 
alternative fuels in 2017.” 

President George W. Bush
State of the Union Address

January 23, 2007

The President’s “20 in 10” Initiative 
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GOAL: 20% Reduction in Gasoline Use (35 Billion Gallons) by 2017

Renewable & Alternative Fuels (15% of gasoline use): 
Increases existing mandatory fuels standard to require the production of 35 billion gallons of renewable and alternative fuels by 2017, (displaces 15% of gasoline use). This is nearly a five-fold increase from the prior target of 7.5 billion gallons by 2012.
Expands scope of Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) to “Alternative Fuel Standard,” (The Alternative Fuel Standard will include sources such as corn ethanol, cellulosic ethanol, biodiesel, methanol, butanol, hydrogen, and other fuels.) (Note:  As a longer-term technology hydrogen is not likely to play a role by 2017 in the 20 in 10 initiative)

Fuel Efficiency Standards (5% of gasoline use)
Reforming Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) standards for Cars, Light Trucks, and SUVs. This will reduce annual gasoline use by 8.5 billion gallons (5%)
Proposed fuel efficiency standards to increase 4% per year (starting in 2010 for cars and 2012 for light trucks)




Secretary Bodman Announces Over $100M in Fuel 
Cell Technology Awards (October 2006)

Projects addressing membranes, catalysts, water transport, bipolar 
plates, hydrogen quality and stationary power 
development/demonstrations
Awards included two international projects:

25 Awards to Universities, National Labs, 
and Industrial Recipients 

High Temperature PEM Stationary Fuel 
Cell Development and Demonstration

Combined Heat and Power System 
with Integrated Hydrogen Generation

Major partners Intelligent Energy (USA) 
and Loughborough (UK) will conduct 
technology development and field 
demonstrations in Sweden, Norway and
the UK.  Project focuses on efficiency 
improvement and field demonstration of 
a 2kW system.

For more information on individual projects, visit 
www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/new_fuel_cell_mtg.html
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FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY HURDLES:
These awards address the two main issues in Fuel Cell R&D:  Cost & Durability— fuel cells are more expensive than internal combustion engines, and they have difficulty maintaining performance over the full useful life of the system.
R&D Solicitation & Lab Call Awards:
	$100 M from DOE, $27 M Cost share
	25 Projects:  9 to national labs; 16 to industry (with cost-sharing)
Specific issues addressed:
Improving fuel cell membranes
Water transport within the stack
Advanced cathode catalysts and supports
Cell hardware
Innovative fuel cell concepts
Effects of impurities on performance & durability
Fuel cell demonstration, including international/intergovernmental partnerships

Two International Projects:  Awarded as part of a specific solicitation topic designed to improve international collaboration and market introduction.  More information on these projects available at the website on the bottom of the slide.  Both projects are stationary power systems.

Fuel Cell Performance Targets: These awards support the goals of the Hydrogen Fuel Initiative, and specifically contribute to reaching technical targets (which represent market expectations for vehicle performance, cost, and durability). 	
	Durability Target: 5,000 hours of operation (or roughly 150,000 miles)
		Current Status:  >2000 hours (laboratory testing)
	Cost Target: $30/kW for high volume manufacturing 
		Current Status: $107/kW 
	




DOE IS ACTIVELY PURSUING EARLY MARKET APPLICATIONS 

OF HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGIES

Fuel Cell Vehicles

2015-2020

$/kW

Space applications

19901980

$30

$3,000 Back up Stationary Power

2010

Portable Devices 

Forklifts 
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Our early-market strategy:
Pursue niche markets in which fuel cells can be cost-competitive or provide unique benefits
Work with federal agencies to increase US government purchases of fuel cell technologies—to stimulate these early markets.

DOE will continue its focus on Hydrogen-powered vehicles
Promoting early markets provides many benefits to developing H2 vehicles:
lowering cost of fuel cells and related technologies through volume production
Developing domestic supplier base and distribution networks
Accelerates learning/familiarity with technology among end-users
Grows and improves manufacturing technology and capacity

Some examples of early markets:
Space applications
Portable power
Forklifts
Backup/Emergency Power

BACKGROUND NOTES
SPACE APPLICATIONS: Hydrogen fuel cells have been proven relialbe through decades of use in powering space exploration.   
PORTABLE POWER: Because they are lighter and longer lasting than batteries, small fuel cells are being developed for military applications such as field communications, remote surveillance, and unmanned vehicles. We are working with various groups in the  U.S. Department Of Defense to develop and deploy these fuel cells.    
FORKLIFTS:  and other material handling equipment that requires continuous around-the-clock operations are an ideal early application for fuel cell power. A fuel cell can refuel in a few minutes while a battery has  to be recharged or changed out, consuming valuable operations time. In the next year, the  Defense Logistics Agency will deploy hydrogen fuel cell forklifts (about 80 units) in four locations in the US. 
BACKUP POWER--  an alternative to batteries/standby diesel generators for continuous service. They require less maintenance than diesel generators and last twice as long as lead acid batteries. We are working with the U.S. National Weather Service to start deploying back up power for telecommunications systems in the Gulf Region of the U.S. to enable communication of critical weather information during severe tropical storms.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.energysolutionscenter.org/DistGen/AppGuide/Images/PlugPowerCutAway.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.energysolutionscenter.org/DistGen/AppGuide/Manf/PlugPower.htm&h=400&w=415&sz=19&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=0_DScnMsKO9ZQM:&tbnh=120&tbnw=125&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dplug%2Bpower%2Bstationary%2Bfuel%2Bcell%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26rls%3DGGLR,GGLR:2006-28,GGLR:en%26sa%3DN


INTEGRATING RENEWABLE ENERGY 
& HYDROGEN PRODUCTION 

Exploring synergies between hydrogen production, energy storage 
and power generation

Energy stored in hydrogen can be converted into 
electricity by a fuel cell or turbine when output of the 
wind or solar generators is low.

Storing energy as hydrogen allows generating facilities  
to match output with the demands of the grid.

Capturing and storing “suplus” power from peak-
generation times can significantly improve the effective 
output of renewable facilities DTE Power Park

Hawaii Hydrogen Project (planned)Xcel/NREL Wind/Hydrogen Project
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-------------------------
Another Early-market Opportunity: Integrating Rewable Energy Sources and Hydrogen Production.

Renewable Energy sources often produce electric power at undesirable times for the grid, so their output may be “curtailed,” meaning their energy production is not accepted onto the grid. This effectively diminishes the overall capacity of the installation. Without a storage mechanism, this “curtailed” energy is lost.  Storing this excess power as hydrogen can effectively capture these surpluses. The stored energy in the hydrogen can then be converted into electrical energy by (fuel cells) and supplied to the grid at times of high demand, or used in other applications, such as transportation.
Three projects to demonstrate this approach:
DTE Energy (ongoing) Hydrogen production using water electrolysis with on-site solar energy (Southfield Michigan)
Xcel/NREL Wind/Hydrogen Project  (ongoing) Integrates electrolyzers and wind turbines to assess the benefits and impacts of adding hydrogen production facilities to the electric power grid  (Xcel Energy Sponsoring wind to hydrogen at NREL Wind Site, Golden Colorado) 
Hawaii (planned) Hydrogen production using curtailed wind and geothermal energy to generate electricity and to fuel hydrogen buses at national parks. 



For More Information

DOT
www.rita.dot.gov/agencies_and_
offices/research/hydrogen_portal/

DOE:  www.hydrogen.energy.gov

2007 Annual DOE Hydrogen Program                      
Merit Review and Peer Evaluation Meeting

May 15-18, 2006  - Arlington, VA

www.hydrogen.gov
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You are invited to attend: 
DOE Hydrogen Program 2007 Annual Merit Review
The Department of Energy Hydrogen Program’s 2007 Annual Merit Review (AMR) will be held May 15 - 18, 2007 in Arlington, Virginia.  This will be the third annual merit review of the research, development, demonstration, and analysis projects of the entire DOE Hydrogen Program.  Hydrogen and fuel cell principal investigators representing the offices of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Fossil Energy, Nuclear Energy, and Science will present their project status and results in oral and poster presentations. More than 900 attendees are expected. 



National Fuel Cell Bus Technology Development 
Program

$49 million in federal grants
Design, demonstrate, evaluate 
40-foot fuel cell buses in U.S. 
climates
Includes $3.9 million to test life 
expectancy of existing fuel cell 
bus line

C. Mikel Oglesby, General Manager for SunLine Transit, U.S. 
Congresswoman Mary Bono (R-CA) and James Simpson, 
Administrator for the Federal Transit Administration, are pictured in 
front of a SunLine hydrogen fuel cell bus at the agency's Thousand 
Palms, CA headquarters.

Photo courtesy SunLine Transit Agency



Regulatory Coordination for a Hydrogen Economy

January 5, 2007 Federal 
Register Notice
Details current U.S. statues and 
regulations that may be 
applicable to a hydrogen 
economy
www.hydrogen.gov/
regulations

Interactive Map: 
Hydrogen in Our Economy

Shows which agencies regulate various aspects of 
the hydrogen economy

http://www.hydrogen.gov/
http://www.hydrogen.gov/regulations


Other Activities

DOT/National Association of State Fire Marshals – technical training 
materials for fire/emergency responders

Update Motor Carrier Safety Regulations to include H2 -fueled 
commercial vehicles

2006-2008, $200,000

Hydrogen fuel cell vehicle safety research
FMEA, storage cylinder integrity, post-crash electrical isolation
$1.3 million in 2006



U.S. Implementation-Liaison Committee 
Program Technology Contacts

William Chernicoff
Research and Innovative 
Technology Administration
U.S. Dept. of Transportation 
Phone: 202 366-4999
Email:william.chernicoff@dot.gov

Robert Wright
Office of Fossil Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
Phone: 301-903-5471
Email: 
robert.wright@hq.doe.gov

Patrick Davis
Acting Hydrogen ProgramManager
U.S. Department of Energy
Phone: 202-586-8061
Email: Patrick.Davis@ee.doe.gov

Christina Gikakis
Federal Transit Administration
U.S. Department of 
Transportation
Phone: 202-366-2637   
Email: Christina.gikakis@fta.dot.gov

mailto:Patrick.Davis@ee.doe.gov
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